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We work together, we play together, we laugh together, we pray together.

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Dear Children,
Today in assembly we learned through the story of Jesus’ presentation in the temple that
God keeps his promises. How can you keep your promises and be a shining light for others this
Candlemas week, and always? Keep working hard on your home learning and staying
cheerful for your parents would be an excellent start!
With love to you all, Mrs Griffiths
Reception

Sveva’s homemade owls, Alex N’s menorah and Tommaso’s owl fact file.
Year 1

Wonderful nightlights, inspired by ‘The Dark’ story.

Year 2

Tommy’s line drawings, and Felix’s and Mariela’s stories.
Year 3

Francisco and Sebastiano’s character descriptions and Sonny V’s and Henri’s
nature art.

Year 4

Year 4 have been studying the Ancient Maya and children had a go at making
their own Maya Masks. They are fabulous! Especially considering they have had to
get creative with what equipment they can use at home. Three masks stood out
and those are the masks of: Izabele, Raphael and Giovanni.
Year 5

Florencia did a brilliant job of exceeding expectations
for Y5's Inuit inspired Soap carving project. She not
only carved an animal but a background as well!
Sarah did an incredibly detailed and well-written
research project into Year 5’s key Scientist, Nicolaus
Copernicus. Chet has consistently done excellent
maths work, always ensuring he explains his thinking
clearly and challenging himself each lesson. This
week, his work with fractions has been particularly
impressive!

Year 6

Year 6 have been working hard on their Henry
Moore art in this last two weeks, recreating his
sketches of people sheltering in underground train
stations during the Blitz in London. Some sketches
focused on the bodies of people inside the stations,
while others drew the train tunnels in perspective
and layered different colours to create a textured
effect. Carla, Olivia and Clementine completed
particularly excellent drawings.

Thought of the week

